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• What is KneoWorld?

KneoWorld’s story-based learning model is an innovative, research-based approach for students and

teachers in the classroom. Our complete programme of customised content, professional development and

data driven resources is validated by educators to support districts and schools in their pursuit of meeting

the instructional needs of ALL learners.

• Is KneoWorld aligned with curriculum?

Our story-based Lessons are founded on current curriculum and are aligned to the National Curriculum.

Specific learning outcomes are mapped to measure growth and mastery. Content for literacy and numeracy

covers Key Stages 1-4. KneoWorld content also includes science and critical thinking.

• How will KneoWorld address the needs of my students?

In addition to being mapped to hours of learning programmes, KneoWorld’s unique content development

system allows us to rapidly customise lessons and games to enhance schools’ specific curricular support

requirements. We work one on one with schools to understand their needs and we can curate meaningful

curriculum-based programmes that are proven to make a difference.

• How can KneoWorld be used in my classroom?

KneoWorld provides teachers with resources to implement different learning models to differentiate

instruction for whole group, small group, stations, split classrooms and during outside

of school programmes.

The company provides supporting resources that show how to add hands-on activities to help students

with mastery and growth; and educator workshops that are complete with Lesson Plans and 15-30 PD credit

hours (where allowed).

• Does KneoWorld update its programme content?

Updating content is ongoing. KneoWorld relies on our clients for feedback for continuous improvement and

expansion. Our team of pedagogues, curriculum experts, writers and graphic artists are always developing

and designing new lesson games, stories, more extensive analytics and expanding the programmes for all

students. We welcome new ideas and suggestions!
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• ▪What does KneoWorld’s Professional Development look like?

Although KneoWorld is intuitively designed, our team of educational experts comes to your school to walk

the teachers and users through the programmes. In addition to the basics, we tailor the professional

development to meet your school’s needs. We use the “Teach the Teacher” model and are always available

to provide support.

• Does KneoWorld support individual education and learning plans?

Absolutely!  KneoWorld supports individualised learning and enhances classrooms adapting to Universal

Design for Learning (UDL), differentiated instruction and personalised learning.

• ▪What if I need customer support?

We are here to help. We support the client through demos and professional development workshops.

If you are having  any technical difficulties, you can reach us at info@KneoWorld.co.uk

or call +44 (0) 207 409 3494.

• Do KneoWorld programmes work on all operating systems and browsers?

You can access KneoWorld from any device including desktops, laptops, tablets, and smart phones.

It is a safe online educational platform and KneoWorld is not available as an App.

• Want to know more about KneoWorld?

Simply email us at info@kneoworld.co.uk or call +44 (0) 207 409 3494.

We would love to hear from you!
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